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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.99.

Highlight of Version 6.2.99

Folio Single Mode for Requestor Simplification

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Reporting has been updated with the ability to specify an end date to a schedule. This allows reports to be scheduled for periods of

time as required instead of running indefinitely.

2. Workforce Report SRF344 Man Days By Employer has been created to replace SAM Report in Accommodation | People Days | By
Employer.

3. Workforce Reporting has been updated to allow reports to be marked as a Favourite. These reports will appear on the Favourites page where
they can be run from.

Improvements
1. Transport code changes by schedule have been updated to allow the Code, ETD, ETA, and Seats to be updated at the same time. The parameter

has been renamed from ChangeTransportScheduleCodeEnabled to ChangeTransportScheduleDetailsEnabled.

2. The Send to Another Approver function in Workflow has been updated when being used by Requestors. The Reason field is no longer mandatory
and the user is no longer required to mark the request as approved.

3. Folio requests have been updated to show all types of bookings in the Task Panel description. For example, if a request contains New and
Reschedules, the description will show Booking, Reschedule.

4. Transport | Reschedule Multiple has been updated to never copy the booking reference if the transport is integrated with a third party system.
This overrides the option for Keep all Booking References #.

5. Workforce Report SRF119 KPI Finance has been updated to allow running by Employer. [#24825]

6. Qantas Charter Integration has been updated to remove email notifications. Should reporting on booking statuses be required, the SRF255
Automated Booking Status report is able to provide the details.

7. The Workflow Demobilisation document has been updated to allow Attachments to be optionally included.

Folio Single Mode for Requestor Simplification
The Workflow Folio has been updated to have two user modes. The default Single Mode simplifies the user interface for
requestors in order to better guide them through actions they may wish to take in relation to their bookings. The Pro
Mode uses the previous interface and allows access to the full functionality of the Folio with no restrictions.

For additional details, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.
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8. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been updated with the ability to be split by code in a single file. The ability
to split by code into multiple files continues to be available. [#24710]

9. Improvement to Transport | Manage Booking Sequence to allow overbooked pax to be swapped with each other. [#24693]

10. Transport Waitlist emails from SAM have been updated to allow the recipient to be configured via the parameter WaitListEmailRecipient.
[#24593]

11. The Folio has been updated to optionally restrict Traveller details to be edited. This is controlled by the parameter FolioEnableTravellerEdit.
[#24495]

12. Workforce Reporting Roles have been updated with the ability to assign all menus in the system. Previously only limited menus within
Administration were available. [#24097]

13. Accommodation Arrivals and Departures pages in SAM have been updated with a tooltip on the Transport Icon showing the code and time of the
transport.

14. The Workflow New Account document has been updated to allow a drop down Reason to be configured. [#24618]

15. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to provide Line and column subtotals for each shift status, which auto-calculate
when core data is filtered in the report. [#22651]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where creating a profile via the Workflow Roster document would not allow the roster to be submitted even though the new

profile was allowed to have a roster run. [#25105]

2. Fixed an issue where updating the cleaning status in SAM could fail if the cleaning history included multiple lines.

3. Fixed an issue where adding a completion date to a new profile created via Workflow was not being added to the profile when transferred into
SAM. [#25021]

4. Fixed an issue where Rosters would require a room even though the camp had AutomaticallyPickRooms set to Y. [#24864]

5. Fixed an issue where the Demobilisation document was not sending emails to Camps. [#24871] [#24856]

6. Fixed an issue with SRF180 Camp Usage by Department and Employer where more departments than expected was generating into the
report. [#24837]

7. Fixed an issue where Transport Extensions were reported as being completed by the user "None" when they were completed by the Night Audit.

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF200 Room Audit by User where Group Bookings updated by the Room Optimiser would not include
the name of the Group Booking.

9. Fixed an issue with the Folio Add Booking sending the wrong cost code for SAM Accommodation Change Notification. [#24579]

10. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting where the plugins could error with an incorrect message.

11. Fixed an issue where removing an OUT-IN with a multi-sector to join two bookings was not setting the Shift Status to be an onsite status.
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